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Review by Andreas Etges, University of Munich 

hile both sides in the Cold War in Central Europe were armed to the teeth, they knew better than 
to actually use their weapons in what very likely might have turned into World War III. Instead 
they used all kinds of other means to attack each other, look for weaknesses, and discredit the 

‘enemy.’ In the early 1960s, criticism of human rights violations in Eastern Europe was countered by reports 
on racial segregation in the United States, on revanchists in Bonn who did not recognize the new German 
borders, or on the Nazi past of West German [Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)] politicians. Much of that 
was based on facts, but every so often, details were ‘enhanced’ or stories were even made up completely. Peter 
Busch’s article describes one such story: East Germany’s invention of a West German ‘Vietnam Legion’ that 
supposedly was fighting alongside American troops in Vietnam. 

Beginning September 5, 1964, East Germany news media claimed that West German air force officers were 
flying missions in American airplanes in Vietnam. Some of the alleged 120 German soldiers in Vietnam had 
already died, had been injured or were MIA. While given U.S. passports, the Bundeswehr’s Chief of Staff was 
in command, the reports said, referring to articles in TIME, by the Associated Press, and in the Communist 
West German newspaper Bauernruf. In addition, West Germany had also supposedly delivered poison gas to 
South Vietnam. Those were serious allegations, and they combined several points of attack: Western 
imperialism and West Germany’s militarism, as well as Germany’s Nazi past: the ‘Vietnam Legion’ was 
supposedly modeled on the infamous ‘Condor Legion’ that – without wearing the official insignia of the 
German Wehrmacht – had supported the troops of General (and later military dictator) Francisco Franco in 
the Spanish Civil War, practiced and experimented with aerial warfare and was responsible for the destruction 
of Guernica.  

However, America’s involvement in Vietnam was not popular in the FRG in 1965, neither among the 
population nor in the Bonn government, which quickly denied the allegations. And while there were 23 West 
German teachers and technicians in South Vietnam, as reported in Der Spiegel and TIME, there is no proof of 
the existence of a West German ‘Vietnam Legion’ in the archives. It was a deliberate invention of East 
German propaganda.  
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While the story is outrageous, recounting it is not the main goal of the article. Instead, Busch uses it to take a 
closer look at what he calls a “GDR (German Democratic Republic)-FRG information war” of propaganda 
and counter-propaganda and especially the Bundeswehr’s psychological warfare section. The latter, which had 
been set up by Defense Minister Franz-Josef Strauß in 1958 to help fight the possible effect of East German 
propaganda, has received only limited attention so far.  

Busch first focuses on the East German propaganda campaign before the West German general elections in 
mid-September 1965 that was intended to discredit the international reputation of the FRG, prove Bonn’s 
militarism, and create continuities to the Nazi era. It was orchestrated by the Commission for Agitation 
(Agitationskommission) of the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands (SED), East Germany’s ruling party.  

Then he looks at the reaction in the West, and this is where his article covers new ground. Research on West 
Germany’s psychological warfare has mostly focused on its role in influencing East Germans, e.g. activities at 
the German-German border like reaching East German border guards via loudspeaker messages or by 
dropping leaflets. Busch shows that in this case, the countermeasures mainly targeted the publics in West 
Germany and in Western Europe. Those included ‘camouflaged propaganda’ like background information for 
journalists to be used in their articles, planting an article in a major newspaper in Cologne, and the 
production of an article that could be used by smaller, provincial papers and which was distributed by the 
private West-Pressedienst — without attribution to the Ministry of Defense as the real source. In doing some 
of this, the psychological warfare section resorted “to methods used by Nazi and ultranationalist propagandists 
in Germany in the 1920s and 1930s” and “relied on a network of people who had played a questionable role 
in Nazi Germany.” (187) 

In addition, an 86-page booklet was published and distributed in German, English, and French, its English 
title being “Vietnam Legion? A New Communist Defamation Campaign.”1 The German edition was secretly 
funded by the Bundespresseamt, the West German government’s information service. The international 
editions received additional support from the Foreign Office.  

It is hard to measure the success of the counter-propaganda. The myth of the ‘Vietnam Legion’ still exists. 
Gerhard Feldbauer, a former East German journalist who reported from Vietnam in the late 1960s, has been 
at the forefront keeping the story alive.2  

The article provides a fascinating view into West Germany’s psychological warfare section. While much has 
been written about East Germany and its propaganda, and also on open and covert propaganda of the United 
States, much more work needs to be done on West Germany. Peter Busch does not directly address the 

                                                      
1 (London: Independent Information Centre, n.d.). 

2 Cf. Gerhard Feldbauer, “Krieg: Das deutsche Kapital führt ihn wieder weltweit: Die Bundeswehr wurde 
darauf seit ihrer Geburtsstunde vorbereitet,” Konsequent (Schriftenreihe der DKP, Berlin), Vol. 2 (2010), available at 
http://anstoss.dkp-berlin.info/publikationen/k2_2010.pdf; id., “Im Tigerkäfig der CIA: Der US-Geheimdienst ließ in 
Vietnam Zehntausende foltern und ermorden. Von der BRD gab es keinen Einwand. Auch heute widmet man sich 
lieber der Stasi,” available at http://www.ag-friedensforschung.de/regionen/Vietnam/tiger.html; and id. and Irene 
Feldbauer, Sieg in Saigon: Erinnerungen an Vietnam (Bonn: Pahl-Rugenstein Verlag, 2006). 
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directions in which this research could go, but his article gives some indications: more focus on the West 
German and West European audiences and, more generally, Western cooperation in this field.  

Andreas Etges is senior lecturer in American history at the University of Munich. His recent publications 
include “Western Europe”, in Petra Goedde and Richard Immerman (eds.), Oxford Handbook on the Cold 
War (Oxford University Press 2013), 158-173, and (with Jula Danylow) “A Hot Debate over the Cold War: 
The Plan for a ‘Cold War Center’ at Checkpoint Charlie, Berlin”, in Museums in a Global Context: National 
Identity, International Understanding, eds. Jennifer Dickey, Samir El Azhar and Catherine Lewis (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press for the American Association of Museums 2013), 144-161. 
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